EasyExport - The independent,
expandable and reliable e-Dec
export solution
EasyExport is a comprehensive,
provider-independent
In a nutshell

Easy and intuitive to use
working environment.
With a single system
you can create all transport orders, including all
necessary documents.
All legal provisions of
the customs administration are fulfilled
Automatically collecting, checking and archiving the export document
(eVV)
Reliable warning if eVV
is not received
Full compatibility with
all forwarders, as well as
with UPS, Fedex, DHL,
Swiss Post and TNT.
Easy Export is a Swiss
product.
EasyExport is installed
locally on your company
server (a workstation
installation is not necessary)
All data remains in your
company.
Easy export can either
be purchased or rented.

Windows

application for the export-oriented freight forwarding department.

EasyExport enables convenient
and fast customs clearance via

the Swiss customs e-Dec system.

With EasyExport you will benefit

from a never seen transparency
of the processes.

EasyExport is developed and sup-

ported in Switzerland by professionals with a solid and long-standing
background in EDI, customs, export and freight forwarding.

Your benefits

Easy Export is an independent, open system and works together with
any forwarder. All major courier services (DHL, FedEx, UPS, TNT, Swiss
Post) are linked directly, so there is no duplicate data entry required.
Easy export relieves you from constantly recurring processes, simplifies the e-Dec-customs clearance massive through many automatism
and reduces the error rate many times.
The freight forwarder receives all necessary documents via e-mail
quickly and accurately.
Easy Export can be connected very easily with your ERP system.
Easy Export is very adaptable. Your wishes can be installed quickly and
easily.
Easy Export allows perfect control of the export certificates (eVV)

Easy Export is robust and very easy to use.

Structure and functions of
EasyExport

Simple and intuitive to use in German,
French and English
Extremely fast and robust SQL-Database
(SAP ADS) also as a Client-Server set-up.
DB is automatically self-organised, no
administration is needed
Extensive search and filter functions
Cytrix / Metaframe version available
Integrated E-Mail client
Integrated Edifact and XML Converter
Fast e-Dec-processing via the web service
ERP connection through very extensive
interface functions
Built-in PDF driver
Connection to DHL, FedEx, TNT, UPS and
Swiss Post, incl. price inquiry and driver
order
A lot of options available
Symbols are showing reliable information about the current e-Dec-status.
Representation of
the e-Dec-status

Column „Va(lid)“:
plausibility test
Local plausibility test is
OK
Local plausibility test has
found errors

Functions of Easy Export in
detail

Create and print transport instructions
(Export, Domestic and Crosstrade),
pick-up and delivery notes, invoices,
packing list and proforma invoices as
well as export documents according to
the e-Dec-procedure
Transmit t he forwarding orders via
E-mail to the forwarder
Offers automated sending of specific
documents, including documents created by an external system (i.e. invoices,
delivery notes, packing list, etc.) to any
logistics provider, consignee or third
party provider.
Submits the export via e-Dec-procedure
and fetching the export declaration (AZA)
Automatically collecting, checking and
archiving the export certificate (eVV)
Powerful and fast statistic program
with function to export data into predefined Excel sheets.
Print and submit individualized invoices, pro forma invoices, delivery notes,
pick-up note, packing list etc. as a PDF
document
Create and submit VOC Summaries

Column „ED“:
Export declaration (AZA)

Column „EA“:
Proof of export (eVV)

Export list has been received
Export declaration was not accepted.
Corrections are necessary
Customs server did not respond

Request a certificate of origin via the
internet or claim form (depending on
the chamber of commerce) with the
optional UZD module
Printing of the EUR 1
Integrated packing-module creating a
packing list and optionally Barcode labels. Handles different Packaging levels
(Pallet, Boxes, Selling Unit)
Creates forms for international Post
Services (Swisspost)
Collects, registers and displays status
information from Logistics Providers
(Track & Trace)
Creates and sends Shipping Instructions in proprietary formats of TNT, UPS,
DHL-Express, FedEx and Swisspost. incl.
Price inquiry and driver order
Summarized EU customs clearance for TNT,
UPS and DHL including
other carriers upon customizing.

Proof of export received,
checked and archived
Proof of export is faulty
Alert: Proof of export is
overdue

“Form 740” and „Single Country Declaration“ and other documents.
Interfaces to ERP Systems such as SAP,
BPX, Movex, ProAlpha, etc under OS
Unix, Linux, AS/400, Windows, etc.
Combination of orders with the same
recipient
Merge Articles of same customs tariff
number on Customs Invoice for more
effective and cheaper inbound customs
procedure.
Integrated refund of Alcohol and Agricultural taxes
Automatic conversion of prices to the
daily exchange rate
And much more....

Ask for an offer or a live presentation.

Prints Dangerous
Goods documentation
according to ADR, IMO.
Individualised documentation as an option.
Checking the sanctions
lists
Creats „Certificate
of conformity“, “CRM”,
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